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Overview

▪ Current cybersecurity approaches getting in the way of 
companies’ efforts to capture value from digitization

▪ Better model for protecting critical information requires 
much tighter integration with rest of the business, but most 
companies aren’t making sufficient progress

▪ Getting beyond cybersecurity to digital resilience is a cross-
functional change -- making progress requires: 

– Designing change program to drive business engagement, 

– Creating a culture of resiliency across IT 

– Professionalizing cybersecurity capabilities 
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Rapid digitization raises the stakes for issues of trust and data protection 
in health care

Increased digitization of care delivery introduce new security risks 

Vastly expanded technology 
environment introducing more 
surfaces and opportunities for 
attack

Increased exposure of 
individual assets across an 
organization (e.g., EHRs)

Increased interconnectivity with 
external systems (e.g., 
exchanges, vendors)

Increasing cost of data 
breaches (e.g., cost of breach, 
HIPAA fines from $100-$2K per 
record)

Emerging technologies 
becoming embedded in “every-
day” operations and devices 
outside traditional IT function 
boundaries

Additional customer demands 
for security and proof of security 
standards, from members and 
employee groups
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Participants in the health ecosystem exchanging sensitive data and 
interconnecting networks

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis
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Cybersecurity spend in healthcare continues to increase
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Traditional cybersecurity models already putting ‘sand in the gears’ for 
digital enterprises

SOURCE: Beyond Cybersecurity: Protecting Your Digital Business, Wiley 2015

Traditional cybersecurity models drive . . .

… Slower technology innovation
… Increased
commercial friction

Reduced front-line 
productivity

Reduced resources for 
value-creating IT

Slower implementation 
of technology 
innovations

Increased time and 
effort to contract for 
goods and services

6
months

4x
delay in 
implementing
enterprise 
mobility 

capabilities as a result 
of cybersecurity 
considerations

60%

high tech, 
executives 
who say 
productivity 

impact is a major pain 
point, sometimes 
impacting recruitment 
and retention

rate of growth 
security 
expenditures,
compared to 

growth of the rest of the 
IT budget

~90%
25-
30%

18
months

2x
increase in 
length of 
sales cycle
over past two 

years as a result of 
cybersecurity consider-
ations, according to 
entrepreneurial software 
CEOs

of total IT 
activity 
driven by 
security 

requirements, 
according to survey of IT 
executives

of tech-
nology exe-
cutives
say cyber-
security 

controls have at least a 
moderate impact on 
end user productivity

delay in 
using public
cloud infra-
structure 

services as a result of 
cybersecurity consider-
ations
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Existing models are increasingly less tenable as threats scale
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Digital resilience

2014-2020

▪ Clear alignment with business on 
what to protect and how

▪ Cyber-security risks implications 
integrated into business decision-
making

▪ “Security inside” for most 
elements of IT environment

▪ Increased business integration 
enables tighter controls, with less 
friction

Cyber-security not a priority

Pre-2007

▪ Cyber-security under-funded

▪ Little insight into business risks or 
technology vulnerabilities

▪ Protections focused on the 
perimeter

▪ Few consequences for violating 
policies

▪ Insecure application code and 
infrastructure configurations 
common

Cyber-security as a control  
function

2007-2013

▪ Increased governance authority 
for cyber-security team

▪ End user environment “locked 
down,” but users frustrated with 
reduced flexibility

▪ Architectural reviews reduce risks, 
but slow introduction of new 
capabilities

Most institutions are operating in this 
model

▪ Places the responsibility for security 
mostly on the security team

▪ Backward looking – puts protections 
in place against yesterday’s attacks

▪ Dependent on manual interventions
– not scalable

▪ Dependent on checks and double 
checks

▪ Increasing tension between security 
and innovation and flexibility
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Business 
process

Broader 
technology

Primarily 
cyber-
security

Average perfor-
mance, 1-4 Scale

2.12.1

1.71.7

1.91.9

1.71.7

2.62.6

2.22.2

1.91.9

Hallmarks of digital resilience – most companies not making
sufficient progress

SOURCE: McKinsey-WEF research
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Develop deep integration of 
security into the technology 
environment to drive scalability

Develop deep integration of 
security into the technology 
environment to drive scalability

Integrate cyber-resilience into 
enterprise-wide management 
and governance processes 

Integrate cyber-resilience into 
enterprise-wide management 
and governance processes 

Integrated incident response 
across business functions, 
enhanced by realistic testing

Integrated incident response 
across business functions, 
enhanced by realistic testing

Prioritize information assets 
and related risks in a way that 
helps engage business leaders

Prioritize information assets 
and related risks in a way that 
helps engage business leaders

Enlist front-line personnel –
helping them understand value 
of information assets 

Enlist front-line personnel –
helping them understand value 
of information assets 

Provide differentiated 
protection for most important 
assets

Provide differentiated 
protection for most important 
assets

Deploy active defenses to be 
proactive in uncovering attacks 
early

Deploy active defenses to be 
proactive in uncovering attacks 
early

Critical resiliency levers

1

2
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4

5
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Use prioritized risk matrix to drive decisions about 
security investments and policies

DISGUISED EXAMPLE

1. Prioritize information assets and related risks 

Plotting risk likelihood against impact helps focus investment Risks

Low Medium High

Likelihood

▪ Significant impact and 
reputational consequences

▪ Economic loss >$50M

▪ Production loss and 
damage to facilities

▪ Some reputational impact 

▪ Economic loss $10M-$50M

▪ Regulatory findings with 
clear remediation

▪ Limited reputational 
consequences

▪ Minor economic loss 
<$10M

▪ Likely to result in regulatory 
inquiries but no findings

▪ Few highly 
motivated 
actors with low 
sophistication

▪ No clearly 
identified 
vulnerable

▪ A few 
vulnerabilities 
exist, but no 
clear threat 
actors with 
capability and 
motivation

▪ Sophisticated 
threat actor (s) 
with high 
motivation

▪ Attacks 
required are 
low complexity
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A. Theft of customer PII due to 
phishing associate log-in credentials

B. Critical online service outage from 
DDoS that causes system to miss a 
critical trading window

C. Unauthorized transactions or theft of 
customer PII due to malicious code 
(e.g., malicious code time bomb)

D. Theft of customer PII due to 
application vulnerability
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E. Targeted social engineering of 
associates for customer PII

F. Theft of third-party vendor log-in 
credentials by breach at vendor

G. Theft of customer PII that is stored 
in the cloud

H. Mass theft of customer online 
banking log-in credentials to commit 
fraud

H
ig

h
H
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h I. Theft of fraud detection algorithms

J. Theft of network monitoring 
algorithms
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Example prototype for customer security program

x

x

x
Minimum allowed

Minimum 
Recommended

Maximum

Account control options Account securityYour personal risk factors

Complex password 
required

Password change 
required every 90 days

SMS-based 
authentication

Graduated authentication 
for payment transactions

SMS-based notification 
for all transactions

Device authentication 

High average monthly 
account balance

High monthly average 
transaction volume

More than ten 
international trips per 
year

Accessed account from 
more than 3 different 
devices in the past year

3. Integrate cyber-resilience into enterprise-wide management and governance processes 
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More efficient and effective to build security into modernized 
technology architecture

5. Develop deep integration of security into technology environment to drive scalability

Business Location Remote Users

Enterprise Network

▪ Stop using email as a 
document 
management and 
workflow tool

▪ Build security into the 
application, creating 
developer capabilities (e.g. 
skills, tools, platforms) from 
build applications in a secure 
way from the start

▪ Move to near pervasive 
client virtualization, to reduce 
desktop, laptop and mobile 
devices as a source of 
vulnerability

▪ Use software-defined 
networking to 
compartmentalize the 
network, limiting lateral 
movement without increasing 
operational complexity

▪ Accelerate migration 
to private cloud to get 
benefits of improved 
transparency and 
patch management

Data Center

Applications
Productivity 

Tools

Databases

Middleware & Services

Servers

Storage
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Structural and organizational challenges make it hard to achieve 
digital resilience

1. Digital resilience requires change 
across the organization -- in 
business processes, user behavior, 
business applications and technology 
infrastructure

2. Business leaders find it hard to 
engage on cybersecurity – language 
is arcane; scare stories are common 
and useful metrics are scarce

3. IT managers traditionally focused on 
delivering functionality quickly and 
minimizing cost – not resiliency

4. Cybersecurity managers lack skills to 
engage business effectively

▪ Hard to get input and alignment from 
business leaders on 
– Most important business risks and 

information assets
– How to segment and influence users
– How to change business processes 

to improve resiliency

▪ Security program treated as a separate, 
incremental stream of work from other 
IT priorities

▪ Over-reliance on technical controls 
and policy restrictions that increase 
cost and complexity

▪ Security program seen as “more of the 
same” – increasing organizational 
resistance and slowing change

Issues Implications 
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Example: re-launching cybersecurity program for 
health care provider

McKinsey Proprietary 
tools to support

Organize around 
program tracks 
aligned with out-
comes

Deep-dives into specific 
large initia-tives e.g., NW 
Segment

Align on 
desired 
outcomes, 
maturity 
level and 
residual 
risk

Develop dashboards 
to run programs 
effectively 

Run war games and 
check progress quarterly

5

Define a context-
relevant  overarching 
cyber framework

Onboard stakeholders
and align on governing 
cyber concerns

Assess current risk 
posture (McKinsey DRS)

Prioritize risks and 
Identify of Crown 
jewels

1 2 3 4

9 8 7 6

Dedicated track for Edge 
devices given provider 
context

Executive war games to test 
response preparedness
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EXAMPLE OUTPUT

Provides granular insight into performance across 
different businesses or divisions

Asset and risk prioritization

Risk appetite and thresholds

Employee and contractor security

Awareness, training and risk culture

Talent development and recruiting

Vendor and other third-party mgmt.

Organization structure and roles

Risk reporting and metrics

Security incident response and simulations

Cloud security

Secure app. and systems dev.

Secure architecture

Logical security

Asset, config. and patch mgmt.

Strategy and roadmap

Product security

Physical security

Policies and standards

Assessment and diagnostics

Cyber intelligence and vulnerability awareness

Monitoring and analytics

Compliance and audit

Program and project management
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Prioritize information assets and business 
risks in a way that helps engage business 
leaders

Enlist front-line personnel – helping them 
understand value of information assets 

Integrate cyber-resilience into enterprise-wide 
management and governance processes 

Develop deep integration of security into 
the technology environment to drive 
scalability

Provide differentiated protection for most 
important assets

Deploy active defenses to respond to 
emerging attacks in real time

Integrated incident response across business 
functions, enhanced by realistic testing

≥3.0 (High) 2.0-2.9 <2.0 (Low)
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Gap analysis at information asset and system levels guides targeted 
remediation investments

DISGUISED CLIENT EXAMPLE
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Services you could leverage: CyberFit, the healthcare cybersecurity 
services provider Utility

A not-for-profit, 
shared “utility” that is:

▪ Owned by 
members, 
governed by 
members for the 
benefit of members

▪ Enabled by 
collaborative 
efforts of member 
healthcare 
organizations

▪ Structured to 
provide access to 
best in class cyber 
security services to 
healthcare 
organizations of all 
types and sizes

What is the health-
care cyber utility? Why should it exist?

The healthcare cyber utility is in a unique position to:

Create member-supported healthcare-specific capabilities that 
do not and could not exist in the marketplace without the utility

Help “immunize” the entire industry – with larger organizations 
making critical cyber security services available to smaller 
healthcare organizations, which otherwise would not have 
access to these critical services

Leverage scale to boost efficacy of solutions and benefits, and 
to increase ability to influence stakeholders in the healthcare 
cyber security value chain

Address the changing regulatory landscape better than a single 
organization

Establish standards or control framework that can provide 
adopting organizations better defensibility against legal issues

Enable members to free up scarce resources from commodity 
tasks to focus on high value add activities

NH-ISAC: CyberFit
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Services CyberFit will offer

Description of MVP service 

▪ Periodic updates (emails/ portal) to all subscribing members on 
regulation, legislation, rulings etc. relating to healthcare

▪ Service to focus on events in North America and select countries

▪ Legal analysis, and updates beyond standard published reports

Policy &
Regulatory
updates

▪ Online assessment on several dimensions of digital resiliency 

▪ Benchmarks and comparisons with healthcare/ other industry peers

▪ Standard reports with assessment history and maturity trail

Organizational 
benchmarks

▪ Penetration testing/ Vulnerability scanning based on Utility develop 
standards

▪ Best-in-class recommendation based on test and analysis and 
roadmap to achieve better resiliency

Vulnerability 
& pen testing

▪ Library of assessments based on common assessment criteria 
applied to assessments from various contributors

▪ Standard risk assessments for industry best vendors, and custom 
assessments based on subscriber specific criteria

3rd-party risk 
assessments

▪ Shared operations center providing key security capabilities (e.g., 
incident response, malware analysis, forensics)

▪ Vendor provided shared SOC, potentially at a low-cost location
Shared SOC

MVP Availability

Q3, 2016

Q3, 2016

Q3, 2016

Q3, 2016

Q4, 2016

NH-ISAC: CyberFit
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Questions?

James_Kaplan@mckinsey.com
@jmk37

Venky_anant@mckinsey.com


